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With less oil to grow and ship our food, we will refocus how we live, and maybe where. Illustration by Scott Bontz.
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Will becoming local here
get us there?
Few of us know if we live near a sweet spot for agriculture

tim crews

W

e face an economic
contraction inextricably
tied to a ratcheting down
of fossil fuel dependency.
My purpose in this essay is not to support
that statement. Numerous thorough and
convincing texts have done so, most recently
“Energy and the Wealth of Nations” by
Charles Hall and Kent Klitgaard. In this essay I accept the statement, and ask
whether the “local food movement” is positioning us to achieve food security as the
fossil fuel based economy contracts.
The first oil well was drilled in
Titusville, Pennsylvania, in 1859. I’m 51, and
my life constitutes almost exactly 1⁄ 3 of the
oil era. Do you know someone who is 102 or
older? That person has been alive for 2⁄ 3 of
the oil era. It is remarkably recent. Before
the oil era began, and the coal era before it,
we faced some serious limits as a species.
They were limits that we can’t even remember, so completely have we overcome them
with fossil fuel energy. But for a low-carbon,
low-growth future, I suggest that becoming
local means facing some subtle contours of
local limits. This is especially true in agriculture. Can you imagine an agriculture
that requires little to no fossil fuel energy? A
solar agriculture? I have been obsessed with
this question for a good part of my life. And

because synthetic nitrogen fertilizer comprises modern agriculture’s greatest input of
fossil energy, and because geographer Vaclav
Smil says that 40% to 50% of humanity owes
its existence to nitrogen fertilizers, I thought
soil nutrients were a good place to delve in.
As an undergraduate and later as a
graduate student, I traveled to remote parts
of Mexico to find and study farming systems
that had yet to adopt synthetic fertilizers.
And since synthetic fertilizers are typically
the first fossil-fuel based input that traditional farmers adopt, the farmers I worked
with were by and large solar farmers, using
no purchased inputs, no tractors, just
human and animal muscle largely powered
by the food grown on their farms. This is
what we refer to as a “solar” agriculture.
The sunlight captured by the crops through
photosynthesis powers the agriculture.
Some of the farming districts I found
in Mexico had been in agriculture for 2,000
years or more. So I asked, “How did these
farmers maintain soil fertility for so long,
and what limited their productivity?” To
make a long dissertation short: all of the
no-input, continuously cultivated farms I located were on relatively young soils. That’s
right, soils have lifespans. They are young
and relatively infertile when first weathered
from primary rock minerals. Minerals dis-
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solve further and recrystallize, nutrients are
liberated, organic matter forms, and soils
enter a stage of high fertility. Then, over
thousands of years of rain, essential nutrients leach and erode to the ocean, and soil
fertility slowly declines.
All of these traditional Mexican farms
that did not use fertilizers were in that
young to middle-aged, high-fertility stage
of soil formation. And the most important
rock-derived nutrient, the one that appeared
to have the greatest effect on long-term
productivity, was phosphorus. You might remember phosphorus from the periodic table
– it is right below nitrogen, between silicon
and sulfur, and abbreviated as P. Phosphorus
is in every cell of our bodies, and in those
of all organisms; it is in our DNA, teeth, and
especially bones. And it ultimately comes
from soil weathering. Phosphorus nutrition
exemplifies the intimate, clear connection
our bodies have with soil, and so with glaciers, volcanoes, and other processes that lay
down fresh rock on Earth’s surface for soil’s
rejuvenation. Our existence, and that of every other organism, is tied to the weathering
rate of phosphorus from rocks. That is as
true today as it has been from the beginning.
After finishing my dissertation, I received an offer from Stanford ecologist
Peter Vitousek to look at this soil phosphorus weathering process in Hawaii. The
Hawaiian-Emperor chain of islands formed
as the Pacific plate moved slowly over a
hole, or hot spot, in Earth’s mantel. Volcanic
eruptions have created islands for millions
of years in that spot, and as the Pacific plate
moves northwest, the newly formed islands
are carried away too. Kauai, the major island
farthest northwest, is the oldest, at 4.1 million years. The Big Island, on top of the hot
spot today, has volcanoes that range in age
from half a million years to the present and
still active.
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Because of this wide range of island
ages, and intense rains on the windward
side, the Hawaiian Islands encompass all of
the soil stages described earlier. I sampled
soils in forests receiving about 150 inches
of rainfall a year at 4,000-foot elevation at
six sites, from a 300-year-old landscape
near the Big Island volcano Kilauea, to a 4.1
million-year-old landscape on Kauai. What
we found played out much as theory predicted. Little phosphorus was weathered
or biologically available to plants in the
young soils near the active Kilauea volcano.
The amount of phosphorus cycling in the
ecosystem increased with each successively
older volcano we sampled on the Big Island:
Mauna Loa, then Mauna Kea, and then pay
dirt in the Kohalas, a 160,000-year-old volcano at the north end. Beyond that came the
long decline in fertility, with the 1.4 millionyear-old site on Molokai having much lower
phosphorus cycling, followed by profound
deficiency at the oldest site near the Alakai
swamp above Waimea Canyon on Kauai.
This soil fertility gradient driven by
phosphorus was, in the vernacular of field
ecology, a deluxe finding. But equally deluxe
was what Peter went on to do years later.
He helped assemble a team of archeologists,
anthropologists, soil mineralogists, paleobotanists – you name it, a sort of interdisciplinary dream team – to investigate where,
among other things, Hawaiians farmed on
this soil age gradient before Europeans
arrived. They found that upland, rain-fed
farming was remarkably restricted to the
peak phosphorus soils of the Kohalas on the
north end of the Big Island, and extending just across the channel to Maui. This
tightly defined agricultural belt was also
constrained by precipitation – to the east
by too much rain, and to the west by too
little. Indeed, for the upland crops that the
Polynesians brought to Hawaii – sweet po-

tato, yams and dryland taro – this was the
sweet spot of soil fertility in the archipelago.
And the farmers found it and farmed there,
and almost exclusively there, in terms of upland
agriculture, for hundreds of years.
So the sweet spots on the landscape
that existed in Hawaiian agriculture, and
the Mexican systems I studied, were significantly defined by phosphorus, and in Hawaii
also by rainfall. Who knew? But other ecological factors have defined the sweet spots
of other agricultural locations around the
world over the last 10,000 years, including
temperature, topography, and soil salinity,
texture, pH, and organic matter.
OK, so you know how sometimes at
the theater you are a good 15 minutes into
the film before music and title appear, and
at that time the movie officially starts? Well,
that is what’s happening now with this essay – the title of which is “Will becoming
local here, get us there?”
One of the most uncontroversial social
movements that cuts across a wide political spectrum is the movement to go local,
and specifically in the case of food, to grow
local. Even groups that traditionally back
unencumbered global free trade, such as the
Farm Bureau, have come out promoting local
food initiatives.
A USDA report in 2010 told how local
has exploded nationally over the past 20
years: Sales direct to consumer amounted to
$1.2 billion in 2007, compared with $551 million in 1997. The number of farmers markets
rose to 5,274 in 2009, up from about half that
number in 1998. Programs supplying school
meals with locally grown food increased to
2,095 in 2009, up from 400 in 2004 and 2 in
the 1996-97 school year.
Locavore, local sourcing, and local food
all have been championed by Land Institute
Prairie Festival speakers, including Michael
Pollan, Barbara Kingsolver, and Gary Paul

Nabhan. So, for the record, I am not trying
to convince you that buying local food is a
bad idea, or that it does not matter. It does.
Indeed, local economies in general deliver
benefits, from retaining wealth in communities, to changing the nature of work away
from a highly industrial model where labor
is for exchange value rather than use value.
More money spent on local food ends up in
the farmer’s pocket. Local food can have a
smaller carbon footprint than food that is
shipped long distances. And then there is
the intangible joy of connecting to a specific
place and soil through food. These are all
huge.
But while our version of eating local
makes sense now, will it get us where we
need to go? Put another way, if the fossil
fuel pipeline were to be cranked way down
tomorrow, along with the growth economy
that it now fuels, how much would the local food movement that we have today help
us land back on the planet? This is where
things become less clear.
Of course my title begs the question of
where is here and where is there (the same
question Congress is stuck on). Well, here
is wherever you to live now. That is your local. Maybe you have lived there your whole
life, maybe just a year, which is how long
my wife, Sarah, and I have lived in Salina.
Regardless, it defines your current local
center of the universe. And it identifies a
physical epicenter from which food that we
currently refer to as local should be produced. Some say it should be grown within
100 miles. The USDA report I referred to
uses 400 miles or the state you live in. The
distances vary, but all agree, the closer the
better.
Now let’s think about why you happen
to live where you do. It likely is because of a
job opening, or where family lives. Many
of us have made a pros and cons list when
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considering a move to a new place. It might
include schools, temperature in January, red
or blue or green or pink state, availability of
local foods, bike lanes, proximity to mountains or oceans, National versus American
League baseball teams, a swimming pool at
the Y.
But soil phosphorus weathering, soil
texture, salinity, and organic matter, the
number of degree days for fruit production,
actual versus potential evapotranspiration
– these do not appear on the lists of the 99%
of people who are not farmers, and often do
not appear on the lists of farmers either. In

fact, I think it is safe to say that as a
whole, people have chosen where to live
– in sometimes large aggregations – with no
consideration of the inherent suitability of
the land to sustain agricultural productivity.
And yet we expect the land in a vacant lot,
or just outside of town, or over the river, to
provide our current population distribution
all with local food. We want the food system
to meet us where we are, geographically and
culturally. But unlike the traditional, solarbased Hawaiian and Mexican farmers I have
described, few of us know if we live near a
sweet spot for agriculture, and if we do, we

Experimental intercropping of Kernza, a perennial grain, and white clover, a perennial, nitrogen-fixing legume
and hay crop, at The Land Institute. This kind combination will get more out of land, water, and sunlight, with less
fossil-fuel subsidy, than do annual crops under industrial agriculture. Tim Crews photo.
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don’t know which crops are adapted to that
sweet spot, and even if we knew that, we
wouldn’t know how many people the landscape can feed.
In the traditional Mexican farming
systems I studied, the fossil fuel share of
caloric energy used to grow corn was close
to zero. The energy to prepare and plant and
weed and harvest the fields came from the
corn and alfalfa that captured energy from
sunlight in photosynthesis and went to feed
the farmers and their draft animals. David
Pimentel of Cornell University estimates
that traditional Mexican corn-bean-squash
farms like these yielded about 10 calories of
food for every calorie of food metabolized by
the farmer. Most indigenous or traditional
agricultures without fossil fuels had ratios
between 10 and 40 calories of food out per
calorie of food consumed in farming. This
ratio defined the amount of energy available
to do everything outside farming – create
art, play music, worship, fight wars, build
things like the Great Wall of China. The
sweeter the sweet spot found for agriculture, the higher the ratio. The lower the ratio, the less discretionary time.
The fossil fuel share of caloric energy
used to grow corn in the US is 99.96%. We
are truly Homo petrolius. In agriculture, both
organic and conventional, we have figured
out how to use fossil energy to address
virtually every ecological limiting factor. A
limiting factor is something that prevents a
plant from achieving its maximum potential growth or yield, such as insect damage, weed competition, temperature, and
nutrients, and too much or too little water.
Phosphorus is a common limiting factor
in agriculture and natural ecosystems. Its
natural concentrations in the soil helped
define where agriculture could take place
before the fossil fuel era. Today in the US we
mine phosphorus, primarily from huge pits

in Florida, process it, and ship it by rail or
truck to stores where farmers buy it, haul it
to their farms, and apply it to their fields. A
supply chain intricately tied to fossil fuels
every step of the way.
The story of phosphorus in organic
agriculture is not necessarily any different.
You can use mined rock phosphate in certified organic production, you just can’t use
the acid treated version that is more accessible to plants. But most organic farmers get
phosphorus by what I call dumpster diving
for nutrients. They gather phosphorus-rich
materials that the industrial food system
sets out on the curb, in the form of manures
and food wastes. In this way nutrients that
originate as synthetic fertilizers commonly
– not always, but very frequently – end up
fertilizing local organic farms.
So in a sense, modern agriculture relies
on the carbon bonds of fossil fuel slaves. I
mean the equivalent work of a human that
is accomplished by harnessing the energy
of fossil fuels. Some may object to this use
of the term slave, as it excludes important
aspects of what we need to communicate
about slavery, such as human exploitation
and suffering. But I use it here because I
worry about how interchangeable the two
energy sources have been in the past, and
could be in the future if we are not mindful.
The adoption of fossil fuel slaves began in
earnest with James Watt’s steam engine patent in 1781. One hundred years later, Andrew
Nikiforuk writes in “The Energy of Slaves,”
the output of the world’s coal-fired steam
engines, primarily for transportation and
manufacturing, totaled 150 million horsepower. These machines collectively exerted
the work of more than 3 billion humans
working long shifts. The world’s population
at that time was 1.5 billion. So in 1880 there
were at least 2 fossil fuel slaves per human,
although not evenly distributed.
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Now, if we take the amount of commercial energy consumed in the US today
and divide it by the population, and
compare this with how much energy a
human expends doing physical work, the
sobering conclusion is that on average each
of us has 80 fossil fuel slaves working the
equivalent of 10 hours a day, 365 days a year.
That is 25 billion human slave equivalents,
3½ times the world population, just to maintain the lifestyle of US citizens. This conversion is not perfect, because some of the commercial energy we rely on does not come
from fossil fuels. But the majority of it does.
Also, some of the oil we consume is made
into things like plastic bags and kayaks and
drip tape, which human slave energy cannot become. But this conversion gives us a
sense of how deep our dependence goes.
Imagine, many if not most of us don’t think
twice about hopping in something that
weighs 4,000 pounds, using fossil energy to
move it 2 miles to buy a 12-ounce package of
cheese, and then driving back. But not all of
our slave force works for us as individuals,
it works on the scaffolding of society and
larger industrial processes that make our
lifestyles possible. Like building cell phone
towers, or ethanol plants, or mining phosphorus from holes in Florida.
I hope to have made clear how the effort to make landscapes grow local food is
thoroughly ensconced in our fossil fuel existence. This is why we are able to grow it
regardless of whether we settled in a sweet
spot, regardless of how adapted the crops
are to the place, and regardless of how many
people want to eat local. As the fossil energy
pipeline is cranked down, we will necessarily need to consider where we live, what we
eat, and with how many people, much more
critically. But that is only the biophysical
side of the local food coin. Flip it over, and
we have the cultural side, and this is where
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some of the most challenging and most interesting evolution will take place.
Culture is not an easy term to define,
but as Wendell Berry has articulated in
essays and portrayed in his fiction so well,
it can be viewed as the way in which people
respond collectively to living within a set of
limits in a specific place. Culture develops
and re-enforces behavioral norms around
consumption and property, patterns of
individual and collective work and leisure
and expression, expectations of one’s
individual life in relation to the whole. All
of this adds up to being able to live within
the terms of a place, not as an individual
but as a society. If we no longer use large
amounts of dense carbon energy to make
the places we live in fit our agriculture,
then not only do we have to figure out an
agriculture that fits the place, but we will
have to adjust to it – and this will require
some cultural evolution, to say the least. As
fellow Land Institute researcher Stan Cox
conveys in his book “Any Way you Slice It,”
in the face of less material wealth, and probably greater work to attain it, we will have
some choices to make – to evolve our culture
toward greater or lesser equality, greater or
lesser exploitation.
And here’s what worries me. According
to Paul Gordon Lauren, who teaches international relations, diplomacy, and human
rights at the University of Montana, in the
year 1800, arguably the dawn of the fossil
fuel era I mentioned earlier, an estimated
¾ of people were working in some form
of slavery or serfdom. A majority of these
people labored in agriculture. The abolition
of slavery in the US coincided to a remarkable degree with the expansive adoption of
fossil fuel slaves to grow manufacturing in
the North. Viewed this way, the US economy
has never functioned free of slaves. So we
may be charting new waters in the upcom-

ing century as some fraction of fossil fuel
labor shifts back to human muscle. At least
I hope they are new waters, and we don’t
simply figure out ways to once again exploit
groups of fellow humans to pick up the
work where fossil fuels leave off.
How will the work of The Land
Institute change the future of local agriculture? We think it should ease the ratcheting
down process both ecologically and culturally. One of the reasons many of us think
fossil fuel use will decline, and with it the
economy, is because of climate change mitigation. Reducing greenhouse gas sources
and increasing sinks is written all over the
recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change summary. Agriculture is a major
source of greenhouse gases now, because
of land use change, loss of soil organic
matter as carbon dioxide to the atmosphere,
and loss of soil nitrogen as nitrous oxide.
The Land Institute’s perennial grain polycultures will recapture soil carbon that was
lost to the atmosphere when the prairie was
first plowed. Perennial crops are also predicted to emit less nitrous oxide, especially
if they obtain “slow release” nitrogen from
legumes.
For culture, the development of perennial polycultures should create slack in an
increasingly solar-based economy that will
otherwise have extremely tight margins.
Put another way, an agriculture that grows
much more like the natural ecosystem that
it replaced will require fewer energy inputs,
whether from muscle or fossil fuel. It takes
a tremendous amount of ongoing work to
disrupt the tendency for land in the Plains
to try to become a prairie, or the land in the
Northeast to become a forest. Ecosystem
succession is a force of nature to contend
with, and it requires huge amounts of energy to constantly disrupt it with the plow or
the herbicide tank. Then it takes even more

energy to substitute for the ecosystem services that got disrupted: energy to make and
deliver fertilizers or truckloads of manure,
to apply synthetic insecticides or natural
neem oil, to weed by hand or machine.
Just think of what farmers do not have
to do in the ideal perennial polyculture.
They do not have to plow up competing vegetation and sow the crop every year, weed
it, weed it again, weed it again, fertilize it
with manures or synthetic nitrogen. It is entirely reasonable to expect substantial gain
in the ratio of calories from food to the calories used to grow it – well above the
10-40 calories out per calorie in that solarbased farming achieved in the first 9,850
years of annual agriculture. And while this
increase in agricultural productivity will
not approach the force of fossil fuel slaves
we currently employ to grow our food, it
has the potential, if taken advantage of by a
mindful society, to soften the landing back
onto Planet Earth, and to reduce the tendency to seek relief from arduous and monotonous work by exploiting our fellow humans.
The challenge of rebounding from the
growth economy juggernaut will reside less
in the Earth’s ability to meet basic human
needs, and more in our ability to adjust to
the limits of primarily meeting basic human
needs. But an agriculture that functions like
the prairie will help. It will help energetically, as I’ve just described, but it will also help
by providing a model of how humans can
integrate with ecological processes that the
rest of the new local economy can follow.
So will becoming local here get us
there? Well, I do not know of anywhere else
to start. But I think it is going to be a little
more involved than we thought. What do
you think?
Adapted from a talk at The Land Institute’s 2013
Prairie Festival.
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Land Institute research director Tim Crews is exploring how perennial grain crops grow together, and, with
measurements like this meter-deep core of earth, how they work with and affect their soil. Scott Bontz photo.
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Bringing the plants together
Tim Crews explores how new, perennial grains can work as a whole

scott bontz

I

n 1884 James W. Robison moved
from Illinois to about 70 miles
southeast of what is now The Land
Institute. Robison already was an
energetic, progressive, and prosperous farmer. Here he became known as
“Wheat” Robison. But the plant he became
first to farm in Kansas was alfalfa. A bit over
a century and a quarter later, Robison’s
great-great-grandson, Tim Crews, left a professorship in Arizona to become The Land
Institute’s research director. This means he
oversees breeders of the first herbaceous
perennial grain crops. Crews happily drew a
connection deeper than blood: “Not only is
alfalfa the most impressive nitrogen-fixing
forage legume, but it is also the most highly
bred herbaceous perennial at this point in
time.” Crews is an enthusiastic man. He
loves the job, and he loves its familial resonance. Sometimes human endeavor is like
the rest of nature, cyclic and restorative.
Crews’s own research here is in how
to take his staff’s grain crops and grow them
in mixtures, more like prairie than modern
farming’s vast monocultures, and include
legumes to supplant artificial, fossil-fueled
nitrogen fertilizer. His research career
has been in the dynamics of soils and their
nutrients.
For almost 18 years he also taught and
ran farms for Prescott College. The school
motto is, “For the liberal arts, the environment, & social justice,” and Crews is

interested in more than the community of
soil and plants. He said on the Prescott web
site that the goal of the college food and
farm programs “is not food production per
se, but to nurture students with complex
understandings of sustainability, who can
grapple with tradeoffs at multiple scales,
and ultimately move society in positive directions both ecologically and socially.” The
Land Institute’s own mission statement is
as much about society as crops. (See page
2.) Crews, whose visits here date back to his
own student days, repeatedly brought
Prescott undergraduates to visit and consider ideas presented at the organization’s
Prairie Festival and short courses.
Last year he came to stay. His daughters were leaving for college. He felt that
Arizona was overpopulated. He had family
roots in Kansas. He said of the institute’s
work, “It was the only effort I knew of
where the scope of the solution even comes
close to matching the scope of the problem.
So we went for it.”
Crews grew up in New Mexico, living
first in Santa Fe and then in Albuquerque,
the son of an Episcopal priest and a homemaker. He liked to toy with electricity and
build things. Using his father’s small greenhouse, Crews and friend Tom Sisk propagated and sold houseplants and seedling starts.
They both had gardens and subscribed to
Rodale’s Organic Farming and Gardening
magazine. Crews also joined Rodale’s book
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“

still think that there is a schism between how scientists
think about science and social change, and how others in
society think about science and social change.”
Tim Crews

of the month club. In 1977, failing to return the refusal card, he received Wendell
Berry’s critique of industrial farming, “The
Unsettling of America.” “The next summer
I read it, and it greatly expanded my worldview of agriculture and how humans relate
to each other and the earth,” he said. He and
his friends also were interested in natural
history, though Crews said he wouldn’t have
called it that. “More than anything, we lived
to backpack, fly fish, and cross country ski.”
Sisk went on to earn a doctorate at
Stanford, and is now a professor of conservation biology at Northern Arizona
University. Crews was attracted to alternative agriculture. The University of California
at Santa Cruz drew him with a program
called The Farm and Garden, and with the
natural beauty of its coastal setting. “All I
knew when I went to Santa Cruz is that I
was interested in food production that did
not degrade the people or the planet,” he
said. His first years of studying the liberal
arts made him leery of science as a way toward social change. “I still think that there
is a schism between how scientists think
about science and social change, and how
others in society think about science and social change,” he said. “Those are big generalized groups, I realize, but there does seem to
be a disconnect.”
During Crews’s undergraduate work,
Steve Gliessman joined the university and
started a program in agroecology, how food
systems can follow natural ecosystems. This
was part of the environmental studies pro-
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gram, which integrated not just natural
sciences, but social sciences and the
humanities. Gliessman and Ken Norris
taught a class – really three courses in one
– called Natural History Field Quarter.
Students traveled by bus to seven ecosystems, and learned botany, zoology, and
ecology hands-on. Gliessman said Crews
had been inquisitive but not sure what he
wanted to do. The class excited him about
science. “Students get so wrapped up in it,”
Gliessman said. Crews followed this with
Gliessman’s agroecology class, read Wes
Jackson’s “New Roots for Agriculture,” and
visited The Land Institute. In summer he
assisted Gliessman in a two-week study of
raised-field agriculture in Tlaxcala, Mexico.
Gliessman said Crews became so intrigued
by the ecological foundations of the old system that he returned for a five-month study
and wrote a thesis that turned out good
enough for publication in a science journal.
Gliessman said it was wonderful to watch
Crews progress: from an interest in nature,
to seeing the importance of ecology for
sustainable farming, to not just learning science, but linking it to practice. (Gliessman
himself edits a journal called Agroecology
and Sustainable Food Systems, and runs
Condor’s Hope, a farm that intercrops wine
grapes and olives.)
After Crews graduated from Santa
Cruz, a college friend invited him to the
Windstar Foundation in Old Snowmass,
Colorado. He worked first as an intern and
then as manager of the Biodome, a geode-

sic vegetable and fish farm. He met John
Katzenberger, who now runs the Aspen
Global Change Institute, and who encouraged him to stretch for new ideas and test
them rigorously. He also met a guitarist
named Sarah Hawley. Two and a half years
later they married. He said, “Sarah and I got
together to play music and we have been
playing ever since.”
The crop that his ancestor pioneered
in Kansas, alfalfa, works with bacteria at
its roots. In this partnership the plant feeds
sugar to the microbe, and the microbe takes
virtually inert nitrogen from the atmosphere
and makes it part of a compound that the
plant can use. But the usefulness of nitrogen isn’t just about legume, microbe, and
nitrogen itself. It depends other elements.
Working for a doctorate under ecosystem
ecologist Bob Howarth at Cornell University,
Crews went back to study traditional
Mexican farms that work without fertilizer.
Nitrogen was the nutrient most directly limiting corn productivity. But Crews saw that
regulating nitrogen’s usefulness was another
player, an element coming naturally from
rock and soil, phosphorous.
Another, crucial, aspect of soil fertility
that Crews explores is age: soils too attain
and pass a prime of life. Australia’s soil is
ancient and poor. North America’s soil is
relatively young and rich. Americans don’t
recognize how much they owe their wealth
to glaciation. Crews illustrated this kind
of rise and fall with post-doctoral studies
in the Hawaiian Islands, which are freshly
forming at the southeast end, and 4 million
years old at the northwest. (For more, see
Crews’s essay on page 4.)
After his work in Hawaii, Crews was
well positioned to find work at a major research university. “But when a friend told
me about the Prescott position, it made me
reflect hard on what I wanted to achieve in

life,” he said. “I definitely wanted to continue with research, but for several reasons,
teaching was equally attractive.” One reason
was that every day hundreds of research articles are published, but only a few are much
read and cited by other scientists. Lesser papers consume great amounts of research energy for relatively little effect. “I wanted to
have impact, and teaching seemed like it had
as much or more promise than research,”
Crews said. “This sounds like I was ready
to brainwash, which I like to think was not
the case. But I knew I could help students
figure out what they thought needed to be
done, and instill the confidence for them
to take risks.” The second of his thoughts
was that although science had been good at
describing problems like climate change and
nitrate water pollution, it had not been able
to stimulate enough social change. For this
Crews saw better opportunity in teaching
at a liberal arts college. Lastly, Crews knew
that if he were to teach, he would want to
have a study farm, and to get students out of
the classroom. “I reckoned that it would be
easier to get research done at an innovative
and flexible liberal arts school than it would
be to get a major research university to agree
to an innovative experiential summer curriculum in agroecology at a farm.”
Over his years at Prescott College he
had two farms. One was 30 acres of former
desert grassland in Chino Valley, the other
20 acres of rich, alluvial soil bordered by tall
cottonwoods and mesquite in Skull Valley.
He also had the freedom and responsibility
to design the school’s agroecology program.
For this he incorporated thinking from Santa
Cruz and The Land Institute about agriculture and sustainability.
He also looked to native farming. “In
Arizona one finds the most sustained agriculture in the US,” he said. “Hopi people
have been growing corn, lima beans, and
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other crops at the base of three mesas in
northern Arizona for about 800 years with
no irrigation, fertilizers, or pesticides, on
4 inches of rain in the winter and 4 in the
summer.” Many prehistoric agricultural
peoples persisted in the Southwest for hundreds or thousands of years. “In some ways,
the margins of existence are so narrow in
the high desert, what is and is not sustainable becomes more apparent,” Crews said.
“In Kansas you can farm for decades and
not know whether you are drawing down
organic nutrient reserves from the soil, because the original pool is so large it is hard
to see the difference. In Arizona, you know
almost immediately.” With irrigation, arid
regions at 30-35 degrees latitude can be
very productive. “If it wasn’t so nice to play
golf or go to school or shop in that climate,
there would be plenty of water to support
limited, but highly productive, agriculture
in the Southwest,” he said. “The problem in
Arizona is overpopulation – I call it the
6 million person camping trip.” He added,
“There is some cognitive dissidence required in working for local agriculture when
you know that it is tapping into an aquifer
that is being overdrafted by 100 percent. But
I guess the same holds true when I burn the
carbon to fly somewhere to give a talk for
The Land Institute. We are not reconciling
our bills all over the place.”
The most important evolution of his
thinking at Prescott – and what led him to
The Land Institute – probably was recognition of how far humans must go to make
agriculture truly sustainable, Crews said. “I
realized how even local, organic agriculture
still in almost all cases requires substantial
fossil fuel subsidies, still invites serious
weed problems, still wastes considerable
amounts of water, still leaves soil exposed
to erosion, and still loses nutrients.”
Agriculture’s problems are gaining attention
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around the world, but he said corrections
remain far from both feeding humanity and
building soil fertility, from seeing a positive
energy return on investment, and from
accommodating other species well enough
for ecological health.
In the view of Crews and The Land
Institute’s Jackson, the requisite for that
health would be a farming system modeled
on natural ecosystems. “As far as I know, we
offered the only course in Natural Systems
Agriculture in the world,” Crews said of
Prescott. It focused much on theory: What
do we hope to learn from natural systems?
Can a more natural agriculture feed large
populations? But students also learned
hands-on at the farm. Crews led them to
study wild crops, many of them used by
Indians, and arrangements based on natural Southwestern plant communities. “We
would work on propagating the plants,
growing them in mixtures, and preparing
them for eating,” he said. An Earth Island
Journal story about the work described
pasta made from nutty, sweet flour of Indian
rice grass, covered with sauce made from
wolfberries and decorated with strips of
prickly pear pads. There might also be a salad of amaranth and lambsquarters, a tartly
sweet pink “lemonade” made from prickly
pear fruit, and cookies made with mesquite
flour. Crews said, “We were trying to develop an agriculture that fit northern Arizona
rather than have to use fossil fuels and other
inputs to make northern Arizona fit the agriculture.” Students found and used plants
left over from ancient Indian agriculture.
Jay Bost, one of Crews’s students at Chino
Valley, called the experience “agroecology
boot camp,” with work sometimes running
seven days a week, but considered its combination of theory and practice wonderful.
Crews was serious and fun at the same
time, Bost said. One time the teacher told

students that he had turned to his wife in
bed and said, “How many people in the
world, you think, woke up this morning
thinking about phosphorus limitations of
nitrogen fixation?” Bost credited Crews
with being not only a good teacher, but
for doing research in an academic environment that was not the most encouraging – a
small liberal arts college, not a major land
grant university. At the time Bost didn’t
recognize this. Now a graduate student at
the University of Hawaii, he said, “In every place I study are echoes of what and

with whom he has studied.” Bost came to
Prescott a vegan. Crews got him to think
about the ethics of eating sustainably, to
consider energy and nutrient cycling, and
Bost decided that free-range beef made more
sense than soybeans. He became what he
calls a “pretty picky meat eater.” He thought
about this enough that when the New York
Times Magazine invited essays for the ethics
of carnivory, Bost found it easy. There were
thousands of entries, and his won. Crews remembers seeing the piece in a readers-vote
round of the competition, when authors’

Tim Crews weeds plots for studying the ecology of perennial grains. He’s trying to answer many questions, such as
how multiple crop species might grow together but each in a “niche,” reducing competition. Scott Seirer photo.
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names were concealed. He thought, Who is
this guy?
Bost had left Brown University for
Prescott College after meeting Crews at The
Land Institute’s Prairie Festival. After 2000,
Crews regularly brought students to the
festival and short courses at the institute,
and integrated its research with his own.
He challenged institute scientists on how
they thought about nitrogen fixation in their
picture of mixing crops like a prairie. There
might be a tradeoff between high nitrogen
fixation by legumes and high grain yields by
grasses, he said. Rather than shrugging him
off, the researchers invited Crews to participate in an annual workshop for graduate
school fellows who were funded by the institute. Based on discussions there, in 2002
Crews devoted a yearlong sabbatical funded
by the USDA to study how nitrogen is fixed
in the soil and transferred from legumes to
grasses. This was in Australia, and at The
Land Institute and the Konza prairie 70
miles to the east. The year was one of
extreme drought, and lack of soil moisture
kept Crews from all he’d hoped to discover.
But he did learn methods for measuring
nitrogen transfer. “This training will pay
larger dividends than I ever imagined,” he
said – now that he has time to focus on the
questions. Crews went on to attend several
Land Institute fellows workshops, and got
to know the organization’s researchers well.
The institute agroecologist at that time,
Jerry Glover, was interested in how perennials improve a soil’s carbon, nitrogen, structure, and food web complexity. The two
researchers’ work meshed.
One difference from annuals might be
in how perennials affect soil phosphorus
– recall that phosphorus affects how plants
can use protein-building nitrogen. A good
comparison could be made in Britain. At
nearly 170 years old, Rothamsted Research
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is the longest running agricultural research
station in the world. Crews visited in 2009
for another USDA-funded sabbatical. He
found that a perennial hay meadow kept
phosphorus in organic pools with active microbes, while with annual wheat the phosphorus remained largely in inorganic forms,
with far fewer active microbes. Crews said
researchers are just beginning to understand
implications of the difference. One is that
the organic forms remain more accessible to
plants.
Returning to Prescott after leaving
the older of his two daughters to begin her
studies at Hamline University in St. Paul,
Minnesota, Crews again passed through
Kansas and stopped at the institute. This
time he was asked to think about joining
the staff. Jackson had hinted at this before,
when Crews felt rooted in Prescott. “But
this time was different,” Crews said. “I just
turned 50, one of our daughters had just
started college, and the other was beginning
her applications. My wife Sarah felt like her
work with hospice could be transplanted,
and besides, Wes had shown interest in her
dream of opening a green burial ground
– maybe it could happen at The Land Institute. So all of a sudden there was a window,
and ultimately I had to admit that I thought
this was the most important work that I
could contribute to on the planet.” The
move puts the couple closer to his parents
in Minneapolis and Sarah’s in Denver. A
final attraction of Kansas was roots. Crews’
mother was born and raised in Wichita.
“But it was my great-great grandfather,
J. W. Robison, who really captured my
attention,” he said.
Directing research for The Land
Institute, Crews said he hopes to address
“some of the most challenging ecological
questions in perennial agriculture … and
there are many!” He offered examples: How

do you establish and maintain a perennial polyculture – multiple perennial crop
species growing together? Is it possible to
choose plants that have different enough
growing habits or “niches” that they don’t
compete excessively? Or better yet, is it
possible to choose species that actually
help each other, like housing predatory or
parasitic wasps that prey on pests of the
sister crops, or providing nitrogen through
legume-hosted nitrogen fixation? How many
crop species should be grown together, and
in what kind of patterns? Rows? All mixed
together? Will perennial grain crops produce
less greenhouse gases, such as nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, and, in the case of rice,
methane? Will they be more resilient than
annual crops in the face of climate change?
What happens if livestock are turned out on
the perennial crops at key times? Is it possible to turn more of the perennial vegetation
into food? Would the animals help liberate
nutrients that would help support subsequent crop growth? How is it that for most
of a century a prairie can be mowed and export in its hay the same amount of nitrogen
taken during a wheat harvest, even when the
wheat field receives 60 pounds of nitrogen
per acre and the prairie receives none? How
is it that even after fertilization the wheat
field has 25 percent less soil nitrogen than
the prairie?
Crews has hopes beyond his own research. He wants to develop a Land Institute
program that includes researchers from
regional, national, and international organizations. Now he is building a consortium of
scientists from Kansas State University and
University of Kansas to consider accepting
graduate students from around the world to
work on questions for perennial agriculture.
He also seeks local change. He would like
how the institute conducts its research to
use less energy. Many of the scientists’ trips

between research plots involve hauling hand
tools or paper bags. “We find it necessary
to move 4,000 pounds of truck just to move
the 200 pounds of body and gear,” he said.
On a visit last fall to a Chinese institution
developing perennial rice, Crews said, “We
saw some wonderful, well-built tricycles
built for hauling big loads. If the load is too
heavy, we also saw electric powered minipickup-like tricycles, which could plug into
a photovoltaic array for charging.”
Crews also has been thinking about
The Land Institute and the future of higher
education. This is only in part because of his
years of teaching. “I have read many recent
articles describing the inevitable decline of
traditional on-campus, four-year degrees,
and the equally inevitable rise of highquality, low-cost, globally accessible online
educational opportunities offered by the
Stanfords and Harvards of the world,” he
said. “I continue to believe that education
amongst interacting people in a relevant setting, like a farm, just can’t be beat in terms
of cultivating the whole person – you can’t
simply read about weeding, digging soil, or
eating a Santa Rosa plum.” But he also wonders if The Land Institute might have something to contribute through the Internet to
students around the world.
Crews said he is at The Land Institute
because human ambition needs to match
the size of the problem faced, “and the work
of reversing a 10,000-year gradual drawing
down of the Earth’s soil and ecological
capital is as ambitious as it is necessary.” He
said, “I don’t think our energy-expensive,
ecologically simplified approach to growing
food – even organic food – is sustainable –
not in the long run. It will take more years
than I have left to arrive at an ideal perennial agroecosystem, but the work going on
here now is foundational, fascinating, satisfying, and remarkably hopeful.”
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Statue at the Chicago Board of Trade. On one side of this symbol of plenty is a bank, and on the other is a
McDonald’s. At places like the board and in Washington is decided farmers’ futures. Scott Bontz photo.
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Why don’t we have
sustainable agriculture now?
Perhaps farming shouldn’t be left to the market’s invisible hand

richard a. levins

W

hy has it been so di∞cult
to bring about sustainable agriculture on a
large scale in the United
States? Or, for that matter, why don’t we
already have an agricultural system that
would better ﬁt most deﬁnitions of sustainable? Judging by our university e≠orts, we
would have to answer both questions with
something like “We don’t yet know how to
do sustainable agriculture.” From this, we
assume that if we did, agriculture would
then become more sustainable. In response,
my friends in agronomy, animal science, and
related ﬁelds busy themselves developing
nonchemical weed controls, cover crops,
rotation schemes, and hoop houses.
A person visiting our universities might
also conclude that we have made relatively
little progress in sustainable agriculture
because farmers don’t know enough about
sustainable practices. In response, we have
education and outreach programs to show
conventional farmers the errors in their
ways. There is an implicit assumption that
once farmers know more about sustainable
practices, they will adopt those practices.
And, of course, my colleagues in
agricultural economics will remind us that
no farming system will be adopted unless
the farmer ﬁnds it proﬁtable to do so. We

therefore see the occasional study that
compares this or that sustainable practice to
its conventional counterpart. The assumption here is that any sustainable farming
systems found to be proﬁtable will be
widely adopted.
I’ve been observing and studying agriculture for more than a quarter century and
have, at long last, come to the conclusion
that none of these approaches will get us
where we need to be. Surely, there is more
to learn, but I think most would now agree
that perennials are better than annuals, that
soil erosion is bad, and that factory livestock
operations have their drawbacks. Surely,
there is more to teach, but most farmers
could learn about sustainable agriculture if
they were so inclined. And, furthermore, we
now and again ﬁnd a sustainable farm that
is as proﬁtable, or even more so, than those
run by more conventional neighbors.
So, again I ask, “Why has it been so
di∞cult to bring about sustainable agriculture on a large scale in the United States?
Or, for that matter, why don’t we already
have an agricultural system that would better ﬁt most deﬁnitions of sustainable?”
I think we would be closer to answering these questions if we face the fact that
farmers no longer sit in the driver’s seat of
our contemporary food system. We are en-
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tirely too quick to say, for example, that we
have problems with farm chemicals because
farmers use them, not because farm chemical companies develop, manufacture, and
promote them. Clearly, farmers are not the
decision makers in poultry production and
much of hog production due to contracting.
Beyond that, the economic environment in
which farmers work is increasingly established by agribusiness and retailers, not by
farmers.
I don’t like to use numbers – a strange
trait for an economist, I admit – but will
make a quick exception here to accentuate
what I am trying to say. In 2006, the farm
products grown and sold in the United
States sold for $881 billion at the retail level.
The farm value of those products was $164
billion. The $717 billion di≠erence went for
processing and marketing. Of the $164 billion
farm value, net farm income was $59 billion,
$16 billion of which came from government
payments. Input suppliers and landlords,
like processors and retailers, accounted for
vastly more economic activity in the food
system than did farmers.
Let me put it even more bluntly.
Which do you think was larger in 2006, net
farm income, or the cost for food packaging
materials? The materials in which farm products were packaged were valued at over $10
billion more than the income of the farmers
that produced those products.
So we want to change the direction of
an $881 billion dollar food system, and we
look to a $59 billion component of that system to make the change. This ﬂies in the face
of the principal lesson I tried to get across
when I was teaching Econ 101 – “money
talks.”
Not only does money talk in our food
system, more and more it shouts. It shouts
when farm bills are discussed, when university research projects are established, and
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when global policies are determined. The
reason is that the steady march of mergers
and acquisitions throughout agribusiness
and retailing have left the remaining players
very powerful.
I recently heard my friend Mary
Hendrickson speak at a convention. She
talked about how decision making power
has in large part left the farm sector. I won’t
embarrass myself here by trying, and failing, to do justice to her presentation of the
levels of corporate concentration in our food
system. Let me just say her case was convincing, and leave it at that.
Not only has decision making moved
outside the farming sector, it has conformed
to contemporary standards of any corporate
decision making, that is, quarterly proﬁts.
I am at a complete loss to see how decision
makers with a three-month planning horizon
will somehow stumble on a food system that
is sustainable across generations.
We implicitly acknowledge the shortcomings of unfettered corporate decision
making by continuing to hope that somehow, some way, we can cook up a farm bill
that leads to sustainable agriculture. We’ve
been trying for a long time without much
success, but that doesn’t seem to cause anyone to give up.
I was particularly taken by the op-ed
“A 50-Year Farm Bill,” by Wes Jackson and
Wendell Berry, in the January 5, 2009, New
York Times. Its insights into what must be
done were o≠set by a somewhat naive take
on how those changes must take place: an
appeal to “thoughtful farmers and consumers everywhere” ignored almost the entire
decision making process in the food system.
Adding that we also need a 50-year farm
policy begs the question of how decisions
based on quarterly proﬁt and loss statements will ever get us one. (For a response,
see page 25.)

“W

hat if our food system is so important that
it must be regarded as a public utility?”

There is a good reason why we don’t
have a 50-year farm bill, and are not likely to
get one any time soon. For as long as I can
remember, agribusiness has driven the farm
policy agenda. John Schnittker was undersecretary of Agriculture in the 1960’s when
farm deﬁciency payments replaced farm
price supports. Many, myself included, see
this as the birth of our so called “cheap food
policy.” He recalled his experience in Agro
Washington, winter 2007. The framework for
the deﬁciency payments was brought forward by a Cargill lobbyist and “presented to
the secretary of Agriculture and was quickly
adopted.” Inﬂuence of this type is alive and
well in today’s Washington. The best we can
hope for are so-called “compromises” that
get us nowhere.
What to do? I know economists richly
deserve their claim to the “dismal science,”
and so far I have laid solid claim to my share
of that morbid tradition. I don’t want to end
that way, however.
My longtime friend Willard Cochrane
was chief agricultural economist under
President Kennedy and one of the country’s
greatest thinkers on farm economics. During
the 1950’s, he slowly came to the conclusion
that agriculture was best regarded as a public utility, something far too important to be
left to the whims of a free market system. He
was quickly branded a communist for saying
so, and didn’t pursue the issue as much as
he otherwise might have. But now is a good
time to reconsider his idea.

Richard Levins

We are looking at this very question
in a di≠erent arena as I write this: banking.
The nation’s private banking system has
made such a mess of things that the world
economy teeters on the brink of collapse.
The United States is in process of doling
out hundreds of billions of dollars to prop
up the system. Along the way, people naturally ask: “Isn’t there an alternative to giving
truckloads of cash to those who caused the
problem to begin with?”
Alan Greenspan, former chairman of
the Federal Reserve System, took his turn
before a congressional committee and tried
to explain the mess banking had become.
He, unthinkably, apologized for believing
that the free market system would bring
us a banking system that could sustain our
economy. I would have paid quite a lot to
have been there!
But now we have a grand dilemma.
If the market doesn’t work for banking, it
makes no sense – at least to me – to pour
more money into the broken system. I have
heard similar discussions concerning our
health care system. In both cases, we must
consider fundamentally di≠erent systems for
providing services.
During the 1950’s, Cochrane’s masterpiece, “Farm Prices: Myth and Reality,”
made the case that the free market could
not work for agriculture, either. It was
more than we could take at the time, so
we have tried various ways to pour money
into and tack regulations onto a system that
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was lurching toward its own version of the
banking mess – a food system that was dangerously unsustainable.
The alternative view is one that I am a
bit hesitant myself to consider, but the only
one that seems to take us in a direction that
will result in progress. What if Cochrane
was right all those years ago? What if our
food system is so important that it must be
regarded as a public utility? What if the free
market system simply does not work for
sustainable agriculture?
Many serious thinkers consider sustainable agriculture at the broad systems
level, not as the occasional island of sustainable farming in an ocean of conventional
agriculture. Cochrane evolved into such
a thinker. In his latest book, “The Curse
of American Agricultural Abundance,” he
outlined an ambitious plan: convert High
Plains cropland back to grass and grazing
operations, and transform intensive cropping areas like the Corn Belt to diversiﬁed
farming.
I am not necessarily advocating
Cochrane’s approach here, but it does well
illustrate the scale at which sustainable
agriculture must be accomplished to meet
important goals. At this scale, individual
actions, guided by Adam Smith’s invisible
hand, will not likely be up to the task. In
fact, we may continue to get exactly what
we are getting now, that is, a food system
guided by powerful players in agribusiness.
And yet, the principal means we have
chosen to advance sustainable agriculture –
production research, farmer education, and
studies of farm-level proﬁts – all have this in
common: they assume individual action will
get us where we need to be. I disagree.
As ambitious as the task of bringing
about system-level change might seem, it
is in some ways no less ambitious than rural electriﬁcation or building the interstate
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highway system. These projects did not wait
for, or rely on, individual initiative, however. They were based on broad, well-focused
collective action.
This brings me back to the “thoughtful farmers and consumers everywhere” that
Wes Jackson and Wendell Berry appealed
to in their article on farm policy. I agree that
these are the people most likely to guide us
toward a sustainable agriculture, but they
must have decision-making power if they are
to do so. We cannot pretend that they do
when they are mere ants among elephants in
our food system. Rather, we must contemplate an economic structure in which they
have real and substantial control.
Presented as the Shivvers Memorial Lecture
sponsored by the Leopold Center at Iowa State
University. See http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/news/
calendar/2009-03-01/shivvers-memorial-lecturerichard-levins.

Sorghum, a commodity crop that feeds US livestock
and agribusiness, which largely controls US farming.
Scott Bontz photo

Imagining political change
The 50-year farm bill was a motion that needs a second, time, and ayes

scott bontz

F

ive years ago Wes Jackson and
Wendell Berry proposed a 50-year
farm bill. They would change the
food system from one that is first
about economics for production and quick
profit, to one that is about ecology for
sustained production through conservation.
Economist Richard A. Levins is for that result. But he called the proponents naive, and
said they ignored how the food system is
run in Washington: by the money of
corporations, not by Berry and Jackson’s
“thoughtful farmers and consumers.” And
this year’s farm bill has not come around.
Jackson said he and Berry didn’t expect
to quickly see enacted something for which
they were looking so far ahead. But he was
confident of the proposal’s influence. “It
won’t be forgotten,” he said in an interview.
“We have to imagine political change. We
shouldn’t brush aside a proposal because it
doesn’t have an immediate effect.” He referred to the Declaration of Independence,
and called each idea a kind of dare: “I dare
you to take this seriously.” He drew on
another historic shift. Slavery’s defenders
asked who would otherwise do the work. So
was the proposition of abolition unrealistic?
“I propose the end of slavery,” Jackson said.
“Land slavery. Land being driven and
polluted and wasted.”
In his essay “Why don’t we have sustainable agriculture now?” Levins suggested
looking past the corporate farm bills and in-

stead thinking along the lines advocated by
a fellow University of Minnesota economist.
Willard W. Cochrane saw that the inelasticity of demand for food meant farm prices
would always swing wildly in a free market,
and that farm subsidies meant to cushion
farmers still played them to a market for
ever greater production, regardless of land
health. He said agriculture should be treated
more like the public utilities supplying crucial water and electricity. Farmers would
be guaranteed payment, but only to meet a
quota, and no more.
Jackson agreed with Cochrane that
historically farm policy validates and further
accommodates technology to keep farmers
on a costly treadmill. And he also agreed
that agriculture should be treated more like
a utility. Then he pointed to what stands
behind the powers controlling farm policy:
dense carbon energy, fossil fuels, owned and
rewarded by power. We’ll change the system when we rely less on dense energy, and
more on contemporary sunlight, he said.
Until then, “It’s going to be hard to break
the stranglehold.” But people will quit jobs
in the interest of the health of their families,
Jackson said, so it’s not unthinkable that
farm policy can take out of the driver’s seat
this year’s production profits and install the
health of land and water. With the farm bill
proposal he and Berry made a motion to do
so. They called it a positive possibility for
attaining a necessity.
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Botzow · Barbara Bour · Craig & Stephanie Bowron · Roger & Jan Boyd · Marjorie Braker · Elizabeth Bramhall · James & Tina Bratt · Sheryl Breen
Russell & Patricia Brehm · Jay & Sara Bremyer · John & Regina Brennan · Gordon Brennfoerder · Elizabeth Broun · D. Gordon Brown & Charlene IrvinBrown · Dhira Brown · Laura Lee Brown & Steve Wilson · Michael Brown · Owen Brown · Robert & Janet Brown · Peter Browne & Julie WalkerBrowne · Megan Brue · E. Charles Brummer · Gary Brunk & Joey Sprague · Gregory & Susan Bryant · Paul & Genevieve Bryant · Paul & Joni Bube
Rex Buchanan · Bernard & Cynthia Buchholz · Betty Buckingham · Matthew Buechner · Bullfrog Films Inc. & Winnifred Scherror · Erik & Jessyca
Burke · Chad & Laura Burns · Jerry Busch · Peter & Toshiko Busch · John Butcher · John & Eleanor Butler · Samuel Butler · Wayne & Anne Byrd
Patrick Byrne & Linda Brown-Byrne · Jane Byrnes · C. M. Hendrycks Apiaries · Edward Callaghan · Carl Callenbach · J. Baird Callicott · Matthias &
Barbara Campbell · Margaret & Edmund Campion · James Capshew · Janeine Cardin & David Ritter · Mark Carlson · Robert & Linda Carlson
Suzanne & Stephen Carlson · Jim Carlstedt · John & Diana Carroll · James & Marianne Cassidy · Addison Cate · Samuel & Cynthea Caughron · Lorna
& D. Caulkins · Cedar Valley Honey Farms · Benjamin Champion · Anthony & Daphne Chapin · Elizabeth & Nathaniel Chapin · Barry Chapman &
Jessie Norris · Jingyang Chen · Jonathan & Jeanmarie Chenette · Jeffrey Cherwinka · The Chicago Community Foundation · Yvon & Malinda
Chouinard · Marshall Chrostowski · Michael & Jean Churchman · Barbara Chutroo & Tom Rivers · Theresa Cichocki · Andrew Clark & Barbara
Andersen · Cloyd Clark · Elizabeth Clark · Michael & Elizabeth Clark · Thomas & Bonnie Clarke · David Cloutier · Gary Coates & Susanne SieplCoates · Phillip Cole & Bonnie Williams · Carly Coleman · Ashley & Timothy Colglazier · Nicholas Colloff · Bruce Colman · George Comstock & Anne
Hillman · Yvonne Condell · Cath Conlon & Mark Jennings · Gregory & Dorothy Conniff · Francis Conroy & Linda Hayes · Russ & Nancy Conser
Doris Coppock · Barbara Coughlin & John Fallon · Kenneth Cramer · Timothy & Sarah Crews · William & Ann Crews · David & Kim Criswell · Emma
Crossen · Kenneth & Barbara Dahlberg · Orren Dale & Rita Kunkel · Tom Daly & Jude Blitz · Daphne G. Fautin & Robert W. Buddemeier Fund · Lois
D’Aurora · Sylvia Davatz · Boyd & Jonell Davies · Ellen Davis · Lawrence & Linda Davis · Steven & Mary Davis · Mark & Georgia De Araujo · Wesley &
Verda DeCoursey · Sandy & Darrell Dedrick · Alice Jo & Stanley DeFries · Sabino & Janice DeGisi · Roger & Dorothy DeHaan · Shawn Dehner & Jamie
Purnell-Dehner · Susan Delattre · Anthony DeLois · Dennis & Ruth Demmel · Guy Denny · Erik Denzer & Hannah Field · Nancy Deren · Al DeSena
Mari & Ed Detrixhe · Calvin & Ruth DeWitt · Consuelo Diaz · Martha Dickinson · W. J. & Linda Diehnelt · Lawrence & Lois Dimmitt · Sandra
DiSante & Mark Stoppel · Noel & Diane Ditmars · Joseph Diver · John & Deborah Divine · Jan & Deborah Dizard · Jeffrey Doan · Otto & Barbara
Doering · Fred & Arlene Dolgon · John & Janet Doran · Double J Farms Inc. · Douglas Co. Community Foundation · Gordon & Jane Douglass · Franklin
& Kate Draper · Harold & Jill Draper · Alan Drengson & Victoria Stevens · Nathanael & Marnie Dresser · Millard & Frieda Driver · James & Mary
Dudley · Myrl Duncan · Donald Dunhaupt & Patti Hackney · Katharine Dunlevy & George Seeds · James Ryan Dunn · Naomi & Dirk Durant · Ken
Ebert · Ray Eck · Robert & Jacqueline Edmiston · Terry & Susan Egnor · Thomas & Susan Egolf · Richard Eichner · Chris & Carol Eisenbeis · Michael
& Donna Eisenstat · William & Helen Elkins · Gwendolyn & Dennis Elliott · Myron & Deborah Elliott · Ken & Pat Embers · Mary Emeny · Jean
Emmons · The Charles Engelhard Foundation · Kristi Ennis · Philip Enquist & Joanna Karatzas · Emanuel Epstein · James Erickson · Larry & Laurel
Erickson · Deanna Errico · Nathan Esau · Richard Evans · Sam & Terry Evans · John & Katherine Ewel · Margaret & S. A. Ewing · David & Patricia
Fancher · The Fanwood Foundation/West · Eric Farnsworth · Heath Farrar & Brenna Sandefur-Farrar · Daphne Fautin & Robert Buddemeier · Thomas
& Lois Feldman · Pauline & Norman Fellows · Rebecca Ferrell & Michael Golec · Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund · Jay Fier · Aaron & Emily Fine
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Douglas & Barbara Flack · Yadi Flannery · Jeffrey & Mary Fleming · Don & Mary Anne Flournoy · Leslie Foote · Dana Foster · John & Jeanne Fox
Victoria Fox · Carol & James Fox Schott · Foxwhelp Fund of the Tides Foundation · Franklin Conklin Foundation · John & Julie Franson · Barbara
Frase · Jonathan Freed · John Freeman · Leif & Rebecca Freeman · Theodore Freeman · Steven Freilich & Daphne Greenberg · C. Dean & Elsie
Freudenberger · Charles Frickey · Rita & Merlin Friesen · Thomas & Polly Fry · Richard & Judith Fuller · Fulton-Kunst Fund of RSF Social Finance
Jeffrey Funk · Richard Fyffe & Ida Casey · Dan & Jami Gaither · John & Elizabeth Gallman · John Gangstad · Jean Gardner · Delight Gartlein · Lydia
Garvey · Jared & Cindi Gellert · Joseph & Janette Gelroth · Kendall & Karen Gerdes · Charles Gessert & Barbara Stark · The Gessert Family Charitable
Fund · Mark Giese · Gladys Gifford & Alvin Schuster · Gerald & Mineko Gillespie · Susan Gillies · Gillmann Family Charitable Fund · Nathan
Gingerich · Bradley & Barbara Glass · Luke Gliddon & Ann Butkowski · Michael & Karma Glos · William & Barbara Goebel · Wesley & Heather
Goertzen · Samuel Goldman · Jennifer, Gary, Caleb & Gabe Goldstein · Susan Gonzalez · Barbara & Gregory Goode · Jeffrey Goodman · George &
Suzanne Gordon · Susan Gordon & Patrick Hamilton · Nils Gore & Shannon Criss · David Gorsline · Oscar Gottscho · Howdy Goudey · Grain Place
Foods Inc. · Elizabeth Granberg · William H. Graves Family Foundation · John Gray & Mary Jo Wade · Marion & Esther Gray · Greater Salina
Community Foundation · Elizabeth & Wade Greene · Barbara Greenewalt · Bentley Gregg · William & Mary Gresham · Roy & Marilyn Gridley
Shirley Griffin · Thomas Grissom · Alan & Catherine Guebert · Wendell & Nancy Gugler · Phyllis Gunn · Ashok Gupta & Jan Schoonover · Susan Haas
Robert Hadaway · Delmont Hadley · Philip & Patricia Hahn · Haines/Weber Fund – Topeka Community Foundation · Paula & Van Hall · Max &
Josephine Halley · Halliburton Giving Choices · Thomas Halton · Reed Hamilton · Christine Hammond · Naftali Hanau · Melinda Hancock · Leon &
Judy Hannebaum · Ruth & William Hannum · Patricia Hansen · John & Sharon Hanson · Nancy Hanson · Gail Harshaw · Eric Hart · Gary & Lynne
Hartshorn · Karen Harvey · Robert & Nancy Hatch · Rhonda Hattar & Scott Noble · Bert & Dawn Haverkate-Ens · Palmer & Lydia Haynes · Daniel &
Margaret Hebert · Jesse Heckman · Andrew & Denise Hedberg · Bernt &
Suzie Helgaas · Bjorn & Leanne Helgaas · Steffen & Janet Helgaas · Jeffrey
Helkenn · Stephen Heller & Georganne Marsh · James Hemby · Rollie Henkes
John Henry & Charlene Heinen · James Henson · Marie Hernandez · Dale &
Ursula Hess · Susan Heyneman · Susan Scott Heyneman Foundation · Ann
Heywood · Eleanor & Kenneth Hiebert · Bette Hileman · Deborah Hill
J. David Hill & Martha Cooper · John Hill · Stephen & Marcia Hill · Tresa
Hill & Don Mayberger · Joe & Virginia Hillers · Clinton & Nancy Hinman
Sarah Hinners & Christopher Pasko · David Hodges · Joseph & Pamela
Hodges · David Hoff · Joyce Hofman · Katherine Hoggard · Bridget Holcomb
Augusta Brown Holland Philanthropic Fdn · Hunter Hollins · John & Deanna
Homer · David & Tina Honey · John & Gloria Hood · James Hormel · Amy
Horwitz & Norm Shea · Shae Hoschek · John Hoskyns-Abrahall & Winnifred
Scherrer · Hospira · Gregory Hostetler · Keim & Sylvia Houser · Bruce &
Debra Howard · Mark & Linda Howard · Gary & Michele Howland · James
& Catherine Hoy · Jerold & Bonnie Hubbard · Liz Huffman · Deborah
Hunsberger · Jon & Audrey Hunstock · Lee Hunter · Margie & Nick Hunter
Julie Hurlbut · Linda & Terry Hurst · Logan Hurst & Nancy Reynolds
Michael & Mary Huston · James & Sara Hutchison · I & G Charitable
Foundation · Quincey & Dan Imhoff · Quincey Tompkins Imhoff Fund
Charles Isenhart · Wes & Joan Jackson · Wes Jackson · M. Allen Jacobson &
Lila Daut · Jean-Luc Jannink · Vern Jantzen · Charles & Melanie Jenney
William & Alicia Jennings · Christopher & Rita Jensen · Gregory Jensen
Lawrence & Mildred Jensen · Margaret Jensen & Gerard Long · Harry & Ann
Jett · Harry & Ann Jett Donor Advised Fund · Jewish Community Foundation
of Greater Kansas City · Duane Johnson · Eric Johnson & Michele Roesch-

Lee DeHaan moves anthers from Kernza flowers to a
growth medium. Success brings plants with half of the
normal number of chromosomes, with no masking of
potential traits by dominant alleles from another parent. This allows a breeder to cull unfavorable recessive
alleles, and to speed inbreeding for better genotypes.
Results might help not only development of the perennial Kernza as a grain crop, but in breeding with
wheat to make it perennial also. Scott Bontz photo.

Johnson · Guy Johnson · Larry & Pamela Johnson · Michael & Gwyn Johnson
Max & Helen Johnston · Gary & Marilyn Jones · Ileana & Kimball Jones
Jimmy Jones · W. Paul Jones · James & Aidan Jordan · Lucy Jordan · Walter
& Mary Ann Jost · Todd Juengling · Suparna & Sameer Kadam · Michael &
Shawna Lea Karl · Timothy & Virginia Kasser · Jude Kastens · Kathleen &
John Kauffman · Maynard Kaufman & Barbara Geisler · Steve & Cheri
Kaufman · Terry Kays · Tim & Sharon Keane · Charles Keil · John & Barbara
Kellogg · Robert & Judith Kelly · E. Dale Kennedy & Douglas White · Dan
Kenney & Maylan Dunn-Kenney · James & Virginia Kenney · Lincoln Kern
Edwin Kessler · Stephan & Dawn Kettler · James Key · Jack & June Kiburz
Helene King · Joseph & Lucille King · M. Kirkham · James Kirkland
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Glennace Kirn · Frederick Kirschenmann & Carolyn Raffensperger · Ingrid Kirst · Kenneth & Marlena Kirton · Keith & Amanda Kisselle · Leslie
Kitchens · John Kleinwachter · Jay Klemme & Anne Wilson · Joseph Knelman · Edwin Knittle · Ulrich Koester & Beth Kautz · Francis Komola · Walter
& Barbara Koop · Theodore Kooser & Kathleen Rutledge · Kathleen Koplik · Edward Kopta · Gayle Kosh & Howard Kosh-Redekopp · Mary Kowalski
Mark & Jean Kozubowski · Lisi Krall · Mildred Krebs · Stephen Krebs & Christine Povinelli · Keith Krieger · U. Beate & Douglas Krinke · Wesley &
Elaine Kroeker · David & Roberta Kromm · Adam & Aubrey Krug · Annie Kuether · Alan Kuhn · Gregg & Gretchen Kumlien · Catherine Kunkel
Katharine Kunst & Katherine Fulton · Don & Imogene Kurre · H. Lawrence Lack & Lee Ann Ward · Charlotte Lackey & Donald Barnett · Duane &
Christine Lahti · Lakeside Corporation · Paul & Pamela Lander · Michael & Jane Landers · Daniel & Judi Lane · Steven Larrick & Janine Copple
Loren & Elizabeth Larson · Mark Larson · Thomas Larson & Diane Lux · Cynthia S. Latta · John & Martha Laubach · Mary Laucks & Brian Swanson
Laughing Stock Farm · Elmo Adrian Law · Peter Leach · Marietta & Alden Leatherman · Thomas & Linda Ledford · Carla Lee · Eleanor Leeper · Grace
Lefever · Benedict & Ann LeFort · Eileen & Paul LeFort · LeFort-Martin Fund CCF · Mary Lehmann · William Leighty & Nancy Waterman · David
Leitch · Virginia Lepman · Laura Lesniewski · Nancy & David Levi · David & Patrice Lewerenz · Charles & Jennifer Lewinsohn · Dennis Lewis
Frances Schneider Liau · Louise & William Lidicker · Marie Lies · Earl Liggett & J. Arleta Rhudy-Liggett · Kristine Light · Leslie Lihou · Janice Lilly &
Cary Buzzelli · Judy & Dennis Lilly · Nancy Lindbloom · Edwin & Susanne Lindgren · Joseph & Beatrix Lindquist · Mark Lindquist & Kristine
Schlangen-Lindquist · Paul & Carol Lingenfelter · Donald & Nancy Link · Ruth Lionberger · Lucy Lippard · Beth Little · Christina Litwiller · Carolyn
Litwin · Leslie Livingston & David Miller · Terry Loecke · Jennifer Loehlin · Robert & Rachel Loersch · Jonne Long · Kristen & Gilbert Lopez · Judith
Lotz · Paul & Jeanine Lovell · Andy Loving & Susan Taylor · Amory & Judith Lovins · Kevin Lowe · Sandra Lubarsky & Marcus Ford · Robert Lucore
& Nora Carroll · T. Cartter Lupton · Lutin Curlee Family Partnership Ltd. · Peter M. & Barbara A. Macdonald Charitable Foundation · Cynthia Mack
Michelle Mack & Edward Ted Schuur · Steven Mackie · Daniel MacNeil · Kathleen Maddux · Mark & Alyce Maher · Neal Malicky · Grant Mallett &
Nancy Tilson-Mallett · Rosette & Michael Malone · Charles Manlove · Kay Mannion · Clay Marcusen · John Marietta · Marin Community Foundation
Kevin Markey & Candice Miller · Joanne Marsh · Marcia & John Bradley Marston · David Martin · Helen Martin · John & Ann Martin · William
Martin & Kathleen League · David Martinez · Nancy Ambers & George Massar · Ernest & Kathy Massoth · Thomas & Nina Mastick · Charlene Mathis
William J. Matousek Fund · Jean Maust · Ardean & Robert Maxey · Stacey May · Matthew & Kathryn Mayers · Alison Mazer · Karin McAdams · Gary
McBee · Virginia McCanse · Clinton & Cyndia McClanahan · Fred McColly · Susanne & Thomas McConville · Thomas & Linda McCoy · Karen
McCulloh · Jean & David McDermott · Harry & Charlotte McDonald · James McFadden · Alan & Terri McGaffin · Chris & Valerie McKay · David
McKee · Deborah McKinley & Robert Nelson · Dorothy McNeil · Susan McRory & John Middleton · James & Diana McWilliams · R. Michael & Debra
Medley · Jeffrey & Yvonne Meessmann · Carole & Gary Mehl · Tom & Anne Melia · Margaret Mellon · Manfred & Susan Menking · Thomas & Mary
Mertz · Karl Meyer · Joseph Meyerowitz · Sara Michl · Howard Mielke · Nancy & Frank Miles · Bart Miller & Lisa Seaman · Jonathan Miller &
Rebecca Nelson · Kim & Dianne Miller · Mark & Julie Miller · Mark L. & Julie Sager Miller Fund · Madelyn Gail & George Milton · Susan Miner
Richard Mitchell · Robin Mittenthal · Suzanne Mittenthal · Bonny Moellenbrock & Michael Lowry · Robert & Susan Mohler · Judith Mohling · Barry
Moil & Laila Goodman · Jeffrey Moline & Kristin Groth · Jeanne Moore · John Moreland · James Morgan & Teresa Maurer · Jerome Morgan · Kenneth
& Faye Morley · Harold & Lucille Morowitz · Philip & Lona Morse · Margaret Moulton · Donna & Richard Mowry · Samuel Moyer · Diane & Robert
Muelleman · James & Shelah Mueth · Thomas & Anne Mundahl · Deborah Murray & Jerome Dees · Cornelia & Robert Mutel · Virginia & Laurence
Mutti · Jo Ann Myers · Charles Nabors · Koji & Susan Nakao · Karen Nease · Thomas Neet · Frank Neitzert · Harland & Corinne Nelson · Stanley &
Ann Nelson · Julie Nettleton · Christopher Neubert · Mark & Bonnie Neubrand · Paul Neukirch · Joseph Neumann · William & Char Neumann · Roger
& Coco Newton · Shirley Ney · Ellen Nibbelink · Mike Nichols · J. P. Nicolai-Dekoning · Wayne & Virginia Niehage · Richard & Patricia Nienow · Sara
Nienow & Nathan Snodgrass · Trix Niernberger & Bill Preston · Dale & Sonya Nimrod · Bruce & Amy Noble · Douglas Nopar & JoAnn Thomas · Jayne
& David Norlin · North Slope Enterprises · Richard & Elizabeth Norton · Zachary Nowak · Janet & John Nybakke · Thomas & Nancy O’Brien
Michael & Colleen O’Connell · Geoffrey & Leslie Oelsner · Lawrence Olsen · Andrew Olson · Debra O’Quinn · Jeffrey & Maria Osborne · Robert
Osborne & Vera Scekic · The Osborne & Scekic Family Foundation · Shoshana Osofsky · Dennis A. O’Toole Family Foundation · Richard & Christine
Ouren · Jerry & Carole Packard · Marian Page · Earl & Jeanne Palm · Stanley & Jeanne Pangrac · Barton & Evelyn Parks · Harold & Dorothy Parman
Gregory Parsons & Dorothy Johnson · Haigler Pate · Lowell Paul · Steven & Carolyn Paulding · Louise & Belden Paulson · John Payne · Melissa Payne
& Christian Fellner · Richard Peckham & Maureen Nowlan · Alicia Peden · Edward & Seliesa Pembleton · Penn State University, Paterno Library
Claire Pentecost · C. Diane Percival · John Pesek · Mary Ruth Petefish Charitable Lead Trust · Joan Peterkin · Lisa Peters · Paul & Karla Peters · Peter &
Rita Peterson · Katharine & Harry Petrequin · Joseph Pew · Jennifer Phillips · Walter & Karen Phillips · Loretta Pickerell · Chris & Meghan Picone
Jonathan Pilch · Allen & Charlotte Pinkall · Robert & Karen Pinkall · Pinnacle Gardens Foundation · John & Tari Piskac · John & Lee Pitman · Dwight
& LaVonne Platt · The Pleiades Foundation · David & Jill Pollock · Frank Pommersheim & Anne Dunham · Paul Post & Kay Kelly · Donna & Darwin
Poulos · Kathleen Powell & Stephen Griswold · Alison Power & Alexander Flecker · Prairie Moon Nursery Inc. · Thomas & Sandra Pritchard · Marvin
& Allison Pritts · Jerry Quance & Marcia Hall · Trucia Quistarc · Kevin Radzyminski · Michael & Caryn Rains · Raney Properties LP · Joan Ratzlaff
Neal Ratzlaff · William Rau & Susan Roche · Thomas Rauch & Joyce Borgerding · Michael & Susan Reed · John R. Reeves · Cynthia & Charles Regier
Matthew & Tia Regier · Raymond Regier · Terri Reicher · Thomas & Virginia Reid · Susan Reimer · Darrell & Sara Reinke · Edward Remson · Stephen
Renich & Cheryl Umphrey · Jamie & Catherine Renshaw · David Rettele · J. B. Reynolds Foundation · Martha Rhea · David Rich · Kenneth Rich
Jeannine Richards · David & Jane Richardson · Mabel Richardson · Vicki Richardson · Margaret & John Richey · Keith & Beth Richtman · Muriel A. &
James Ricketts · Curtis Ridling · Robert & Judy Riepl · Jonathan & Ann Rigden · Michael & Kathleen Riordan · Gordon & Barbara Risk · Griffith &
Mary Roberts · Betty Jane & Warren Robinson · Sandra Robinson · Barbara Robison · Susan Roche · Amy Rose · James Rose · Rotary Club of Topeka
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Prairie Festival recordings
September 27-29, 2013, The Land Institute
number

title

speaker

__________

Wild Earth Economics: Rethinking Economic Evolution

Lisi Krall

__________

Progress report and artist’s talk

Scientists, Philip Heying

__________

Is There a Ration Card in Your Future?

Stan Cox

__________

The Importance of Beauty

Sandra B. Lubarsky

__________

Regenerative Capitalism

John Fullerton

__________

Will Becoming Local Here Get Us There?

Tim Crews

__________

Education and the Anthropocene

Peter Brown

__________

The Future of Food

Mark Bittman

__________

David vs. Goliath: Appropriate Analogy for Our Time?

Wes Jackson

Total individual CDs ________ × $15 = ___________

Name _____________________________________________

Sets (one of each) _________ × $120 = ___________

Address __________________________________________

Total

City _______________________________________________

___________

We accept checks and money orders for US
funds, and Mastercard, Visa and Discover.
Card purchases can be by mail, fax or
phone. Place orders to The Land Institute,
2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401.
Phone 785-823-5376. Fax 785-823-8728.

State ___________ ZIP code ________________________
Phone _____________________________________________
Mastercard

Visa

Discover

Card number ____________________________________
Expiration date __________________________________
Signature _________________________________________

Philip & Joanne Roudebush · Wolfgang Rougle · Karen Ruff Noll & Michael Noll · Ron Ruhnke · Edmund Russell · Emily Ryan · Jake Ryan · Patricia
Ryan · T. A. Sampson · Eric & Sara Sandberg · Wayne & Lou Ann Sangster · James & Helen Sauer · Shawn Saving · Robert & Hutha Sayre · Henry &
Dianne Schaffer · Jeff & Celia Schahczenski · Jan & Michael Schall · William Scharf · James & Louise Schatz · Richard & Dorothy Scherer · Joel
Schmidt & Amanda Raetzman · Steffen & Rachel Schneider · B. John Schole · Steven & Janie Schomberg · Claire Schosser · Wytze Schouten · William
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I want to be a perennial friend of the land
Here is my tax-deductible gift to support Land Institute programs
Please print
Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________________________ State ________ ZIP code ____________________________
I authorize The Land Institute each month to
Transfer from my checking account (enclose a check for the first monthly payment)
Charge my credit or debit card
$125
$75
$55
$15
$5
Other: $__________________
Deduct on
5th of month
20th of month
Monthly giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select, until you decide otherwise. You can change
or cancel your donation at any time by calling or writing. We will confirm your instructions in writing.
I authorize a one-time gift of
$5,000
$500
$250
$125
Payment method:

$50

Other: $ __________________

My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.
Charge my
Visa
Mastercard
Discover

Account number _______________________________________________________________________ Expires ____________ / ______________
Signature ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Clip or copy this coupon and return it with payment to
The Land Institute, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401
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& Katherine Schrenk · Kash & Anna Schriefer · Steven & Dawn Schuette · Elizabeth Schultz · Peter & Helen Schulze · John & Ann Schuster · A. J. &
Jane Schwartz · Eugene Scott · Katherine Scott · Douglas Seale & Emarie Pope · Elizabeth Seaton & Andrew Badeker · Tracy Seeley · Lynette Seigley
Scott Seirer · Stuart Shafer & Patricia Dickinson · Suzanne Shafer · Stuart & Diane Sharp · Frank Shaw & Alison Mary Kay · Michael & Janet Shay
Kathleen Shea & Michael Farris · Gerald Shechter & Jennifer Logan · John & Burnette Sheffield · Lynn Sheldon & Daniel Hudnut · William & Cynthia
Sheldon · Jim & Sara Shelton · Bob & Doris Sherrick · Deborah & John Shortess · Dianne Shumaker · Robert & Bonita Siemens · Susan Sievers · Janice
Sikorski · Anne Silver · John & Mary Simmering · Craig & Martha Simmons · John Simpson & Sondra Goodman · William & Janice Simpson · Frank
Singleton · Lee & Mihoko Skabelund · Donald & Elvera Skokan · Linda Sleffel · Benjamin & Susan Slote · Stuart & Taryn Slote · Stephen E. Smaha &
Jessica Winslow Fund · Dennis & Peggy Smart · Boyd & Heather Smith · James & Katherine Smith · Lea Smith · Mark & Sara Smith · Ronald &
Kahrmellesarah Smith · Vanessa Smith · Kathleen Smythe & John Fanselow · Richard & Mary Smythe · Morrie & Sydney Soderberg · Seymour & Sara
Sohmer · Larry Soll & Nancy Maron · Sidney Sondergard · Robert & Catherine Sounart · Southwest Georgia Technical College · John & Jan Spaccarelli
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Marianne Spitzform · Cindy Squire & Neal Meyer · Gordon & Frances Stallings · Sylvia & Donald Stanat · Ronald Stanley & Mary Aldridge · David &
Claudia Steckel · Sara Steelman · Robert & Lyda Steiert · Peter Stein · Andrew & Jennifer Stepnick · Dean Stevens & Jennifer Johnston · Keith &
Georgia Stevens · Amanda Stewart & William Smith · Eric Stiegman · Carl Stimson · Paul Stolen & Deborah Amazi · Tony & Patricia Stoneburner
Kimberly Stoner · Bianca Storlazzi · Muriel Strand · Gail Stratton · Victor & Carolyn Streufert · E. Malcolm Strom · Doug & Cathy Strubel · Sttlman
Fund · Russell Stucky · Steven Stucky & Lane Olson · Brad Stuewe & Paula Fried · Virginia Stuhr · Donald & Laura Stull · Persis Suddeth · Brian &
Jonita Suderman · Robert & Mary Super · Sutherland Foundation Inc. · Joshua & Kimberly Svaty · Edward & Janice Swab · Gerald & Sandra Swafford
Christopher Sweeney · Toby Symington · T. H. Water Consulting LLC · Antoinette Tadolini & Charles Clack · Stewart Taffe · Tattersall Partners LLC
James & Betty Taylor · Jonathan & Wendy Teller-Elsberg · Termini Associates · Ruth Terrill · Bruce & Sharon Texley · The Land Institute · Gene &
Patricia Thomas · Margaret Thomas · Richard Thomas · David & Meg Thompson · Robert Thompson · Tom & Mary Thompson · John & Linda
Thornton · Musia Thornton · Bob & Cheryl Thummel · Ruth Anna Thurston · Tides Foundation · Frank & Judy Toman · David Toner · Topeka
Community Foundation · Sarah Trulove & James Woelfel · Bruce Tsiknas & Mary Werowinski · Cork & Ella Umphrey · University of Kansas/Watson
Library · Eleanor Unruh · Unum · Peter & Elizabeth Van de Water · Marcia & David Van Landingham · John & Sally van Schaick Fund · Gregory
Vanderbilt · Bettina & Livingston Vandewater · Vanguard Charitable Endowment · Donald & Joan Veldkamp · Elizabeth & P. Nicklaus Venstra
Ventura Spirits Company · The Vervane Foundation · Valerie & Roger Vetter · Gary & Donna Via · VMware Matching Gift Program · Craig Volland
Vollbrecht Charitable Account · Thomas von Geldern & Cynthia Skrukrud · Mari & Roff von Walthausen · Ronald & Nancy Vos · David Wadsworth &
Heidi Betz · David Wagoner & Arwen Donahue · David & Jane Waldie · G. Trenholm & Susan Walker · Patricia & Samuel Walker · Tom Wallace
Robert Wallis · Madaline Walter · Laurie Ward · Louise Warner & Clyde Gosnell · Thomas Warner · Julianne & James Warren · Ken Warren & Nina
Ainslie · Brian Wass · Kenneth & Dorothy Weaber · Jim Weaver · Mark Weaver · Phillip Weaver & Kathleen Leenders · Richard Weaver · Leonard &
Margaret Weber · Robert & Judith Weeden · Thomas & Deborah Weicht · Paul Weidhaas & Madonna Stallmann · Jeffrey Weih · Steven & Rochele
Weilert · Georgette Weir & Jean Fouere · Clifford & Margaret Welsch · Wiley & DeVera Wenger · Dennis & Georgina Werner · Steven Wernicki
Kelly & Diana Werts · Stephen & Anita Wertz · Paula Westmoreland · Westmoreland Co. Agricultural Land Preservation · Valerie Wheeler & Peter
Esainko · James White & Martha Liston · Matt White · William White · Sandra & David Whitmore · Richard Wicker & Mary Strasner · Nancy Wicks
Amy Wildermuth & Guenevere Foster · Carolyn Wilhelm · Brook & Emily Wilke · Roslyn Willett · Nicholas & Amanda Willis · Phillip Wilmore
David & Barbara Wilson · Dorothy Wilson · Jean Withrow & James Haggerty · Bruce & Kristina Wittchen · Kathleen Wold · Charlotte & Robert
Wolfe · Mark & Pamela Woodard · Nelson & Deborah Woodard · Wooster Book Company · Donald & Beverley Worster · Richard & Sherrill Worthen
Angus Wright · Wright-Ingraham Institute · David & Rita Wristen · Nancy Wygant · Donna Wygle · Debra Young · John & Jane Young · David &
Linda Zahrt · Mike Zakoura · William & Dorothy Zales · Howard & Nancy Ziegenhorn · Karl Zimmerer & Medora Ebersole · Ann Zimmerman &
Dexter Eggers · David Zimmermann & Emily Marriott · David & Ann Zimrin · Anne Zinsser · Joan Zorr · Uko & Jane Zylstra
IN HONOR
Peg McBrien & Kirk Barrett, from Bradley & Mary Barrett · Topanga Brown, from Jerome Brown · Anne & Chip Byrne, from John & Carolyn Simpson
Larry & Zella Cox, from William & Laura Allene Grossman · Nath Dresser, from Everett & Dorothy Ann Bullock · Sam Dunlap family, from Gail
Dunlap · Mary Elliman, from Margaret & Edmund Campion · Richard Erickson, from Susan Erickson · Kenneth Evans, from Claryce Evans · Mike
Freed, from Jonathan Freed · Carolyn George, from William & Laura Allene Grossman · Randy Hassler, from Salina Urology Associates staff · Wes
Jackson, from H. Keith & Brenda Brodie, Carl Herrgesell · Wes & Joan Jackson, from John & Deborah Divine · Martin & Taylor Kimm, from Michael
Lubbers · Edward Lalor, from Edward Lalor & Paula Tompkins · Eric Larson, from Loren & Elizabeth Larson · Alice Lloyd, from Joe & Karen Bearden
Natalie Lounsbury, from Natalie Lounsbury · Natalie Lounsbury, from Raymond Weil · Gil & Kathie Manda, from Lee Kester · Kevin Markey, from
Karen Markey · Tom Mersmann, from Louis Caplan · Joni Mitchell, from Pamela & Philip Stearns · Sy Moon, from Michael Moon · Garrett Morris,
from George & Diane Montgomery · Stephen Murdoch, from Jane Rechtman · Ian Patzman-Rivard, from Sandy Patzman · David Sawyer, from Suzie
& Paul Koontz · Rosalee Sinn, from Pablo & Jenean Stone · Laura Smith, from Caroline Smith · Robert Tilove, from David Tilove · Matthew Van Dyke,
from Nancy Freeze · Cody Zilverberg, from Patricia Fletcher · Cody Zilverberg, from Cody Zilverberg
MEMORIALS
Raymond Adams, from Jean O’Brien · Alfred Barby, from Jean O’Brien · Lela Bentley, from Kimberly Bentley · Hilmar Bieber, from Jeffrey & Martha
Bieber · Robert Chrisman, from Karin & Dennis Frank · Frank & Edith Clow, from Michael Clow · Edmund Connors, from Bruce & Marti Connors
Roy & Wilma Cropp, from Ben Cropp · Mary DeSena, from Tara Alexander · Mary DeSena, from Holly Mossman · Joan Ehnrenfeld, from David
Ehrenfeld · Richard Ferrell, from Miriam Ferrell · Todd Francis, from Charles & Barbara Francis · Maynard Heckel, from David Heckel · Ralph Heine,
from Sara & Grant Sterley · Richard Herm, from Joel Herm · Tim Hobson, from Robert & Patricia Murray · Amy Kellogg, from Jody Anderson, Richard
& Anne Bailey, Scott & Leslie Campbell, Richard & Cynthia Carl, George & Margaret Coggins, Joy Darrah, Mary Delarosa, Lynn & Pamela Denniston,
James & Ruthie Gillespie, James & Melissa Gregory, Jerry & Nancy Harper, Arthur & Susan Herndon, Law Kingdon Inc., William & Julia McBride,
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If the date on your label is before 7-1-13, this
is your last issue. Please renew your support.

Local-food agriculture frequently relies on things like plastic
irrigation drip tape, potting mix, and imported manures to grow
crops that otherwise don’t fit. Pictured is an agroecology class

at Prescott College in Arizona. For exploration of whether the
local-food movement fully answers the challenge of declining
fossil fuels, see page 4. Tim Crews photo.

